Royal Holloway
Link
What is Link?
Royal Holloway Link is a two year programme starting in Year 12, which aims to give students a real taste of university. You will gain insight into a chosen subject area and guidance on the application process to higher education.

Subject streams
- Engineering and Maths
- History, Politics and Literature
- Law and Social Sciences
- Biological sciences and Health studies
- Earth sciences and Geography

What’s included?
- Subject taster sessions both on campus and online
- Information sessions about applying to university
- Interactive activities with students at Royal Holloway
- Subject specific summer residential on campus with social activities
- Mentoring in Year 13 from a current Royal Holloway student
- UCAS and personal statement support
- Advice on starting at university and preparing for your degree

What are the benefits?
This is a rare opportunity to experience university for yourself before you even apply. As well as gaining knowledge and skills to help you with your university application, you will get the opportunity to take part in subject tasters in our state-of-the-art facilities, stay in university accommodation and talk to current students. You may also be eligible for a contextual offer up to two grades lower than the standard offer.

How to apply
Scan the QR code to check if you are eligible and apply.
Application’s close: 11.59pm 2 December 2022.